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ABSTRACT

Phenomena associated with the interaction of high energy ions and solid surfaces
under conditions relevant to ion rocket operation have been investigated. The
number of target atoms removed per incident ion, or sputtering ratio, has been
determined for xenon and argon ions incident on copper, tungsten, molybdenum, sili-
con and titanium with energies from 1,500 to 39,000 electron volts and at incidence
angles from 2* to normal incidence. The effect of target temperatures, both high
and low, on the sputtering ratio has been investigated. The ratio of secondary
particles produced to incident ions, along with their energy and angular distri-
bution, has been investigated as functions of ion energy and incidence angle. Areas
investigated for the first time in this program include:

(1) Sputtering and secondary emission for very low angles of ion incidence,
and effects of surface roughness.

(2) The energy and angular distributions of secondary particles as a
function of beam incidence angle.

(3) Sputtering and secondary emission of surfaces at reduced temperatures.

Analysis of theoretical concepts of sputtering and existing empirical data have
led to recommendations of likely materials for ion rocket use. A bibliography of
relevant papers has also been compiled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Any ion engine will suffer to some degree from electrode damage due to ions
striking the accelerating electrodes and "sputtering" away material. This program
was oriented toward providing data to allow this sputtering damage to be estimated
and toward providing data useful for a fundamental understanding of the sputtering
phenomena. Sputtering produces secondary electrons and secondary ions which may
interfere with the efficient operation of an ion engine. These secondaries also
complicate the study of sputtering phenomena where the incidence angle between the
incoming particle's path and the target surface is very low. For example, it is
usually necessary to know the amount of beam current reaching the target. If no
secondaries were produced, this current would be exactly that measured by an
ammeter connected to the target. If secondary electrons leave the target, however,
the current measured by the meter will be too large. In general, secondaries of
both positive and negative charge will be produced, both at the target and at any
other surfaces struck by the primary beam or high energy secondary particles, and
these must all be accounted for. Therefore, these secondary particle's were also
investigated. This program was particularly concerned with low incidence angle
(near grazing) sputtering in the energy range of interest for ion rocket appli-
cations, i.e. ion energies of greater than 1000 electron volts.

Heavy ions, and particularly cesium, are preferred for ion rocket use. The
ion source available for this program was only suitable for handling gases,
preferably noble gases. Xenon was used for most tests in order to simulate
cesium. The masses of the two elements are nearly identical and they appear to
produce very simular sputtering ratios.

The sputtering test stand used with xenon is shown in Figure 1 and is thor-
oughly discussed in the equipment section. The points to be noted particularly are
that the beam is analyzed to separate particles according to charge-to-mass ratio
so as to insure that sputtering is done only with the ion species desired and that
the target is surrounded by a cup to prevent the escape of secondary charged parti-
cles. In order to investigate sputtering with cesium a test stand employing a
contact ionizer was constructed as shown schematically in Figure 2. A more complete
description of this equipment is contained in the equipment section. No sputtering
data was obtained with this equipment due to various developmental problems. A
well focused beam of satisfactory current density was eventually obtained, but
there was not sufficient time remaining to run any sputtering experiments with cesium.

The plan of the remainder of this report is as follows. Section II, Discus-
sion, begins with a subsection II A, reviewing the history and present knowledge of
sputtering phenomena. The next subsection II B, Experimental Equipment, discusses
the experimental and measuring equipment and probable errors. Section II C, Exper-
imental Procedure and Results, begins with a short description of sputtering and
experimental procedures to make it self-contained for the reader familiar with
sputtering. This short introduction is followed by a detailed presentation and
discussion of the experimental results of this program. The Summary, Section III,
is followed by Section IV, Conclusions, where some recommendations for future work
are made. In addition to the references cited in the text, Section V, a bibliog-
raphy of books and articles found helpful is included in Section VI. A table of
all sputtering ratios obtained is included in the Appendix, Section VII, along with
further discussion of the equipment.

"Manuscript released by the author(s), April 12, 1963, for publication as an ARL
Technical Documentary Report."
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II. DISCUSSION *

A. Theory

1. Historical Background

In 1858 J. Plucker, working with the gas discharge tubes constructed
by Geissler, a glassblower at Bonn, observed that "the metal of the electrodes,
particularly of the negative one, becomes transferred to the glass of the tubes.
This is even the case with platinum electrodes, and the blackening of the tube
in the neighborhood of the hot pole is ascribed predominantly to platinum, which
at the same time combines with traces of other substances in the tubes" (1).
Plucker referred to this transfer of cathode material as "zerstaubung". This
was then translated into English as "sputtering". The word does not accurately
describe the atomic character of the process, but is the name almost universally
applied to this phenomenon. "Impact evaporation", as used by another early
investigator, does indicate that transfer is by individual atoms but suggests
that escape from the cathode is a thermal process; this simple concept is not
now believed to be adequate either.

In 1891 Sir William Crookes published a paper "On Electrical
Evaporation" (2) in which he gave the relative rates of sputtering of a number of
metals in a discharge in air at six mm Hg pressure. He reported that "the current
influenced the normal vibrations of the metal molecules, so that several of them
could be caused to escape the field of attraction of the metal and be carried
away by the gas molecules. This electrical volatization or evaporation is very
similar to ordinary evaporation by the agency of heat".

These and other early researchers were seriously limited by the
experimental environment used. The ordinary glow discharge was used as a source
of ions and the metal targets were placed directly in the discharge vessel. The
glow discharge operates at pressures of a few mm Hg, so t hat the mean free pato of
the sputtered atoms is much shorter than the distance between the cathode and the
collector of sputtered material. Consequently, the atoms undergo many collisions
on their way toward the collector, and many of them never reach that goal but are
returned to the cathode. In other words, the collection of sputtered material
becomes controlled by diffusion.

It was not until 1923 that experiments were done under more suitable
conditions, at the General Electric Co., Ltd (3) and by K. H. Kingdom and Irving
Langmuir (4). Electrons from a hot filament were used to ionize the gas, and its
pressure was kept too low to interfere with the escape of sputtered atoms. Kingdom
and Langmuir studied the sputtering of monatomic layers of thorium on tungsten, and
devised a clever mechanism. As the first step in the sputtering process "a surface
atom of thorium is struck by an ion and driven into the underlying tungsten,
fonriing a depression. When this depressed thorium atom is struck by a second ion,
the ion is elastically reflected and, on its way back, may strike one of the
surrounding thorium atoms and dislodge it, provided the energy which it can com-
municate to the atom, according to the laws of momentum transfer, exceeds the
atomic heat of evaporation".

* The principle results of this program are discussed in Section II C, the
reader acquainted with sputtering phenomena may prefer to begin reading there.

4



E. S. Lamar and K. T. Compton (5) suggested that momentum transfer to
a surface atom might occur when an ion penetrated the surface, was reflected from a
lower layer, and recoiled to strike the surface atom in the outward direction.
This model is close to that now used in theories based on momentum transfer,
except that the recoil particles that cause the sputtering are believed to be
displaced target atoms.

Until recently, however, it was quite widely accepted that sputtering
was due to the formation, at the points of ionic impact, of localized hot spots from
which ordinary evaporation of target atoms occurred. This mechanism had been given
a fairly quantitative treatment by C. H. Townes (6). According to his equation,
the sputtering ratio (atoms of target sputtered per incident ion) should depend on
the energy of the ion, but not on the ratio of its mass to that of the target atom.

There is now good evidence that such simple energy transfer does not
suffice to explain sputtering.

2. Introduction To Contemporary Thtory of Sputtering

In 1954, Frank Keywell (7) devised a model of sputtering based upon a
succession of random collisions between target atoms, beginning at an atom displaced
by a bombarding ion and ending at the surface of the target. Further calculations
based upon this model were made by D. E. Harrison (8) and R. S. Pease (9).
However, these calculations all ignore the ordered lattice structure of solids.

Present theories of sputtering are based on such a transfer of energy
through collision processes. The efficiency of energy transfer by collision is a
function of the masses of the two particles concerned and the scattering angle.
The collision cross section, giving the apparent sizes of the particles involved,
is a function of the nuclear charge, the energy of particles, and the number of
screening electrons that each particle has. Clearly, in order for sputtering to
occur, the momentum vector of the incoming particle must somehow be reversed before
the momentum is transferred to a surface atom. In the case of a light ion striking
a surface co.nposed of heavy atoms, this momentum reversal could be accomplished in
one collision. However, generally several collisions are required and the
momentum reversal takes place fairly deep inside the crystal. It appears probable
that instead of the crystal atoms going directly to the surface and escaping, they
transfer their energy down chains of atoms, cf. Figure 3, finally transferring
the energy to a surface atom which can escape. With this chain mechanism it is
assumed, in contrast to previous theories, that momentum is transferred in a
direction in which there exists a chain of crystal atoms. Also sufficient energy
must reach the surface to permit an atom to overcome the surface binding energy
and escape.

5
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Silsbee (10) first proposed this chain mechanism and subsequently
considerable experimiental evidence has come to light to support it. Most
strikingly, spot patterns on glass collectors surrounding the target have been
produced in the direction of close packing in crystals. For instance, Thompson
(11) produced spot patterns on the near side of a sputtered surface. Additional,
somewnat more indirect, evidence supporting the chain mechanism was pointed out by
Harrison (12), -who showed that the maximum energy of atoms sputtered off a surface
is quite close to the maximum energy which can be transferred down a chain of
atoms in a crystal. A third observation which seems to support the chain mechanism
is that defects appear in relief on sputtered surfaces, i.e., the perfect crystal
surface is eroded faster than the defects in the lattice structure. This result is
easily explained by the chain mechanism since energy transfer cannot take place
across defects, as the chain of atoms is broken by a defect. Therefore the erosion
of surface atoms protected by a defect is much slower than those on the surface of
a perfect crystal.

Experiments by Rol (13) on single crystals suggest that conditions
which permit the deep penetration of ions are conducive to low sputtering ratios.
One of these experiments involves sputtering three crystal planes of copper, as
illustrated in Figure 4. The (111)-crystal-plane produced a sputtering ratio at
normal incidence of 8.2 atoms per ion. The (100)-surface produced a sputtering
ratio of 3.2 and the (110)-surface produced a sputtering ratio of 2.8, while a
polycrystalline sample of copper produced a sputtering ratio of 6.3. Another
suggestive experiment by Rol (114) is illustrated in Figure 5. The sputtering ratio
at various angles on a (100)-surface of a copper crystal rotated about the

6
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(001)-direction is plotted on a polar diagram, over a schematic diagram of the
crystal. The sputtering ratio tends to have minima in the directions for which an
incoming ion encounters a relatively open crystal. In fact, sputtering ratio
minima occur for all five of the most open directions.

In opposition to the evidence just presented in favor of the Silsbee
chain mechanism, other investigators have found that ion bombardment destroys the
lattice structure at the surface of a target. Schlier and Farnsworth (15) reported
that "Surfaces that have been subjected to positive iod bombardment, but not
annealed, are so disturbed that no low-energy electron diffraction beam can be
observed, even if the ion energies were as low as 150 ev". Haneman (16) later con-
firmed this using freshly cleaved Bi 2 Te 4 ; bombardment by 400 ev Ar+ at 30 ua/cm2

for 30 minutes reduced the intensity of the diffraction pattern to a few percent
of that for the annealed surface. Still, the fact remains that sputtering is
closely related to the microscopic orientation of a single crystal target.

Another method of energy transfer has been proposed waich is strikingly
similar to the Silsbee chain mechanism. In 1950 H. Paneth (17) proposed a new type
of defect, called the "crowdion". The crowdion results from the introduction of an
extra atom or ion into a close-packed line in a crystal, followed by the relaxation
of the atoms along the line to accommodate it. The crowdion possesses curious and
unusual properties. It is free to move in one dimension only, namely, along the
close-packed line, but it can have an extraordinarily high mobility in this direc-
tion, for the region of maximum compression along the line can move rapidly with
very little motion of the individual atoms.

A practical aspect of sputtering which is often overlooked is the
relationship between the sputtering ratio of a material in atoms per ion and the
actual volumetric rate of erosion at the sputtered surface. The erosion of the
surface in terms of volume or mass lost per incident ion is the product of the
sputtering ratio in atoms per ion and the atomic volume or atomic mass respectively.

A diagram has been prepared to indicate the relative resistance to
sputtering damage of a large number of elements. This is presented in Figure 6,
with the coordinates specifying sputtering ratios in mass per ion and volume per
ion. Those elements which are at the lower left show the greatest resistance to
sputtering. Notice that some elements with very low sputtering ratios in terms of
atoms per ion (e.g., tungsten) show poor resistance to sputtering because of their
high atomic masses and atomic volumes.

3. Implications of the Theory

Sputtering is expected to be great where there is:

a. A large transfer to energy from the ion to the crystal lattice,
occurring reasonably near the surface.

b. A rapid reversal of the momentum of the ion.

c. A mechanism for the transfer of energy back to the surface of
the crystal.

d. An easy escape of surface atoms from the crystal.

9
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e. A comparatively large atomic volume, or atomic mass.

Conditions conductive to low sputtering are then:

a. Relatively open crystal structure to permit deep penetration of
the ion before it strikes the crystal atom.

b. Sputtering conducted at an appropriate angle to a single
crystal, i.e., an angle where the crystal has relatively
open, transparent structure.

c. Small atomic volume or atomic mass; this is most characteristic
of elements of low atomic number.

d. Any condition which frustrates energy transfer to the surface
by the chain mechanism should lower the sputtering ratio.

An example of the latter is given by alloys of metals with widely
different masses, since energy transfer is poor in this case. Another example is a
thin film applied to the surface, and not ordered relative to the lattine structure
of the underlying material, cf. Figure 7. A high energy particle will not have
difficulty penetrating a thin film such as this, however energy transfer from the
interior of the target to the surface atoms will be prevented because of the dis-
ordered condition at the interface between the interior and the surface film. The

maximum energy transfer down the chain is of the order of tens of electron volts.
Therefore any interference with the momentum transfer will completely prevent the
escape of surface atoms. Finally, a material which is thoroughly disordered, with
a very high defect density would probably not sputter much.

0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* @00 0 0 0 0 0 0
SURFACE FILM ABSORBING 0 O

GY TRANSFERRED o0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOWARD SURFACE BY O0
SILSBEE CHAIN MECHANISM "O 0 O 0 0 0 0

• .0 00 00@0
* @0 000 00 00 0

* @00 00 0 00 0
@0* @00 0 0 0 0

SURFACE FILM @0* *ooooo 0 0 0

* s0 0 0 000 0
0@@©OOOOO O

000@0 00 00 00 0
PRIMARY ION

SPUTTlERING INHIBITED BY SURFACE FILM

FIGURE 7
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4. Theory of Angle Effect in Sputtering

If one assumes that the energy transferred to a crystal lattice by

collision of an incident ion is dissipated symmetrically about the point of colli-
sion, then it can be shown that for energies at which the ion range is substan-
tially greater than the maximum length for a Silsbee chain, the sputtering ratio
is inversely proportional to the sine of the angle that the ion beam makes with
the surface.

The number of spattered particles resulting from collisions that
absorb energy dE may be expressed by

d5- f(•-A~r dE

where dE/de is the density of energy transferred to the lattica per unit length
of ion path, r is the distance of the ion from the surface, and f is the appro-
priate function for the ion and target considered. Of course dE/d• may in turn be
expressed as a function of the ion energy, etc.

The sputtering ratio is then

a

S f f (22L, )r) d

where Eo is the initial ion energy, and the ion is assumed to stop in the target.

TARGET SURFACE e
e ASsUE= e E r

RELATIONSHIP OF NORMAL RANGE TO ANGLE OF INCIDENCE

FIGURE 8
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But
•E= E de=dC dr

de de s/vye
Since e is constant (the track of an ion in a solid is found to be rectilinear for
the conditions considered here), sin E can be removed frou the integration,
yielding -

ro

where ro is related to the range, r, by

ro = P, S//I

If tne function f (dE/dir) is such that it becomes very small for
r > rc, where rc<(< R (e.g., the Silsbee chain length is substantially less than
the range), then -

r

0

Designating the integral by S _L the sputtering ratio at normal incidence, this may
be written.

I 5

This relationship is valid under the conditions described, and for those angles
where the assumption holds that e3 ;:

For small angles (grazing incidence), the effect of the surface on an
ion trajectory becomes much greater. Experimentally, this is evidenced by a sharp
drop in the sputtering ratio for angles of incidence of less than 150. As previ-
ously mentioned, there is evidence that specular reflection occurs at low angles
of incidence. For the case that R is not greater than rc, the upper limit of inte-
gration, R sin e , decreases with E so that -

/ < S//Vo L

.An expression for S3- has been calculated by R. S. Pease (9):

3 Z 2/3
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E is the average energy transferred from an ion to a target atom in a collision,

ED is the ener~j required to displace an atom from a lattice site, ES is the energy
necessary to remove an atom from the target surface, 0-p is the displacement cross
section (for collisions), and n is the number of atoms per unit volume.

5. Previous Experiments on Sputtering

a. Angular Data

Although a number of curves can be drawn to demonstrate effect of
incidence angle on the sputtering ratio, as in Figures 9, 10, and 11, the usefulness
of these curves is limited in general to angles above 30*. Wehner's curves and
some of Pitkin's curves go down to angles of incidence as low as l10. However, as
Wehner (18) pointed out, his angle data below 300 is quite questionable due to the
experimental conditions. Also very little of this data is in the enery range of
interest here. In particular, Wehner's data only goes up to 800 electron volts of
cncrgy.

b. Relationship of Sputtering by Xenon and Cesium

On the basis of measurements of sputtering ratios by Rol (13) for
the alkali metal ions, sodium and potassium, and for the corresponding noble gas
ions, neon and argon, presented in Figure 12, one concludes that the sputtering
ratio of a noble gas ion is approximately the same as that for the al..-ala metal ion
of approximately the same mass.

Data by a single investigator comparing sputtering by Xe+ and Cs+

are not available; little information is available on sputtering by cesium.
Kuskevics (19) has recently reported approximate sputtering ratio for several
materials, bombarded normally by 2 Key cesium ions. The table below shows how
these compare with results of The Marquardt Corporation for sputtering by Xe+ at
the same energy and angle. The correlation is quite good, and vindicates the use
of Xe+ in this program.

SPUTTERING BY 2 Key CESIUM AND XENON
IONS AT NORMAL INCIDENCE

Target Xe+ (TMC) Cs+ (EOS)

Copper 4 + 1 atoms/ion 5.5 + 1 atoms/ion

Tungsten 2.9 + 0.3 0 to 1.2

Molybdenum o.8 + 0.3 o.8 ( +?

c. Neutral Atoms and Multiply Charged Ions

The state of Imowledge of the sputtering effect of neutral and
multiply charged atoms is probably best described as confused. There is a certain
amount of data, however these data are neither self-consistent nor do they seem to
bear any relation to any of the theories of sputtering. According to Wehner (20)

ions are neutralized somewhat before they strike the surface of a crystal.

14
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Therefore the sputtering ratios of an ion and a neutral should be identical. Also,
the sputtering ratios of singly and multiply charged ions should be identical.
However this charge independence is not verified by experiment.

There does not seem to be any direct experimental evidence on the
sputtering ratio of neutrals. However Weiss (21) performed an experiment in which
ne compared the sputtering ratio of a mixed beam of hydrogen atoms and ions with
the sputtering ratio of the saine beam with the charged particles removed by a mag-
netic field. He concludes that the sputtering ratio of hydrogen atoms is much
greater than the sputtering ratio of hydrogen ions. Wehner, on the other hand,
concludes from somewhat indirect evidence that the sputtering ratio of neutrals is
lower than the sputtering ratio of ions.

Woisky (22) has experimented with the sputtering ratio of doubly
charged argon ions versus the sputtering ratio of singly charged ions and found
twice that expected on kinetic energy grounds. Bader (23) has investigated the
relative sputtering ratios of nitrogen atomic ions (N+) and molecular ions (N2 +)
and has fuund very little correlation. It would be expected that the sputtering
ratio of an N2+ ion would be identical to that of 2N+ ions of the sane energy,
since the Nv+ ion should dissociate on impact. He found, however, that the rela-
tive magnitudes of the sputtering ratios varied with enera, target ijaterial, and
angle of incidence. There are several possible effects which might be responsible
for Bader's results. First, the N2+ ion might not dissociate immediately on impact.
Second, the N2+ ion might dissociate into an ion and an atom, or third, the two
chains of collisions caused by the dissociated particles might interact.

d. Temperature Effects

Temperature can modify the structure of a material, and hence the
sputtering ratio, in several ways. Three such ways are: variation of the lattice
vacancy concentration, variation of the impurity concentration, and annealing of
the lattice structure. The first two effects are reversible, while the last is
not. Vacancy concentration and impurity concentration increase with temperature,
and would tend to shorten Silsbee chains because of the increased frequency of
defects in a close packed line. Hence, these two effects would cause the
sputtering ratio to decrease with increasing temperature. Annealing, on the other
hand, reduces the concentration of lattice defects that arise from ion bombardment,
so that at temperatures for which annealing is rapid, this effect would cause
sputtering to increase with temperature.

Experimental work has confirmed these predictions. Almen and
Bruce (24) reported a sharp increase in the sputtering ratio of silver above 6000 C,
which is approximately the "annealing temperature" of that metal. For nickel and
platinum, which have higher melting points, sputtering was found to decrease with
increasing temperature. Snouse and Bader (23) measured the sputtering ratio, for
N2 + bombarding copper, at temperatures from bO°C to 4750C. They also found a
decrease of sputtering at the higher temperature, which is still too low for
annealing.
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6. Work on Secondary Particles

It appears that no one has carried out a comprehensive study of the
number, atomic species, charge state, direction of emergence, and energy of second-
ary particles as a function of incident ion energy and angle of incidence for over
one ion-target combination. however, several complementary studies have been made
and are outlined below. R. Bradley (25) and R. Honig (26) used mass spectrographs
to study the nature and energy of secondary particles for angles near 45°.
H. Hagstrum (27) made a very detailed study of the magnitude of the reflected
current for perpendicular incidence. V. Molchanov and V. Telkovskii (28) studied
the energy carried away by secondary particles at angles down to 60. The Marquardt
Corporation has obtained extensive results on secondary particle currents versus
angle of incidence, angle of emission, target temperature, and ion energy.

R. Bradley studied charged particles leaving a sputtered surface. He
used ion energies of less than 1000 ev and, judging from figures, angles of incidence
and emergence of 450. His results indicated that a very small percentage (on the
order of 0.01%) of the sputtered particles were charged, that they were invariably
singly ionized, and that they had energies on the order of 10 e.v. or less. For
500 e.v. argon ions incident on molybdenum, the number of reflected ions was
slightly less than the number of sputtered molybdenum ions. His incident ion beam
contained multiply charged argon ions, and doubly charged argon ions were observed
to reflect from the target. The fact that the only doubly charged ions observed
were those of the same element as the beam strongly indicates a true reflection
mechanism. Bradley and Ruedl (29) obtained evidence that the emission of positive
ions of target material for a copper target only occurs under particular surface
conditions, e.g., the presence of an oxide layer. For 1 kev Ar+ bombarding a
copper single crystal, which was 99.999% pure, electropolished, and carefully
rinsed, the secondary positive particles detected were predominantly Ar+, Ar++,
Cu+, and CuO+. The crystal was then annealed at 6500 C in the vacuum. In subse-
quent sputtering of the surface, no Cu+ or CuO+ particles were detected.

R. Honig studied sputtered particles using incident ions with energies
between 30 and 400 e.v. and again, judging from the figure, incidence and emergence
angles near 450. He found a great variety of secondary particles with a large
proportion of reflected singly and doubly ionized ions. The energy of the sputtered
ions was quite small, almost all less than 10 e.v.

The most thorough treatment of reflected ions is that by H. Hagstrumn.
He used noble gas ions with energies up to 1000 e.v. directed at normal incidence
to the target. Under these conditions the ratio of reflected ions to incident ions
was found to be quite low, 0.04% to 0.2% and independent of energy.

Hagstrum (30) has studied secondary electron emission for bombardment
of metals by very low energy ions, and presented a remarkable theory to account for
those phenomena. The electronic processes involved, however, are not those which
obtain at ion energies considered here.

The striking point of the results above is the very small number and
energy of the reflected or secondary ions. In the ligrit of The Marquardt
Corporation's experience and the results of Molchanov and Telkovaskii (28), it
appears that there is a fairly sudden, and very large, rise in the secondary posi-
tive ratio between 150 and 100. Molchanov and Telkovskii, using 27 Kev argon ions
bombarding copper, found no observable energy in the reflected beam for angles down
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to 200, six percent at 120, 17 percent at 80, and 22 percent at 60. Secondary
particle effects observed at The Marquardt Corporation are in agreement with these
results.

The secondary ion emission is composed primarily of ions of the bom-
barding and target elements. For those of the bombarding element, an electronic
interaction with the target occurs that is dependent upon the relative values of the
ionization potential of the bombarding element and the work function of the target
surface. For the case that the ionization potential of the bombarding element is
lower than the surface work function, an ejected atom is expected to yield its
electron to the surfa-e and leave as an ion. Cesium has a very low ionization
potential, so that bombardment by cesium often satisfies this condition. The noble
gases, on the other hand, have very high ionization potentials, much higher than
the work function of any surface. For this reason, ionization of an ejected noble
gas atom would not occur in the way described above. Then in contrast to the close
comparison between sputtering ratios for Cs+ and Xe+, one expects that secondary
ion emission for these bombarding ions would be quite different. U. A. Arifov
et al. (31) have compared measurements of secondary ion emission for bombardment
of nickel by Cs+ (where the ionization potential is substantially less than the
work function) to those for bombardment of molybdenum by Bat (where the ionization
potential is greater than the work function). They found secondary ion emission
to be much less for the latter case, as expected.

B. Experimental Equipment

Equipment directly involved in acquiring data is discussed below. A more
extensive discussion of equipment is included in Appendix B.

1. Equipment for Sputtering with Noble Gases

The test equipment for sputtering with noble gas ions is shown in
Figures 1, 2, 13, and 14. Ions of the gas employed are produced by a Penning type
ion source. Along with an extractor electrode, the machine is equipped with two
accelerating-focusing electrodes. Best operation requires a net energy of 30 to 40
thousand electron volts for ions leaving the acceleration section. The ion beam
next enters the vacuum box where it is analyzed (components separated according to
charge/mass ratio) with a six-inch electromagnet shown in Figures 1 and 15.

The target assembly, cf. Figure 16, is contained in a pyrex tube which
isolates the assembly electrically. A positive voltage may be applied to the
deceleration cup and target, reducing the ion energy to the desired value. The cup
may be biased relative to the target in order to return secondary electrons to the
target or, alternately, to collect secondary electrons on the cup.

The vacuum system consists of a six-inch diffusion pump equipped with
a freon cooled baffle, a cryogenic pump in the form of a liquid nitrogen filled
container, Figure 15, located inside the vacuum box, and for many runs, a liquid
nitrogen cooled cup surrounding the target, cf. Figure 1. Base pressure in the low
10-7 mm Hg range and running pressures in the low 10-6 mm Hg range are usual.
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XENON TEST STAND

FIGURE 13
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A series of target holders and target chambers have been designed to
permit increasingly accurate and flexible data gathering. The original target
chamber along with a typical target holder is shown in Figure 17. This system was
used for all the krypton and argon runs and some of the high incidence angle xenon
runs.

The original deceleration cup did not have enough room for single
targets of sufficient length for use at incidence angles less than 300. A new
deceleration cup was constructed which permitted the use of a long target. Sput-
tering ratio data for angles between 20 and 100 were obtained, with a few exceptions
using this target holder, a sketch of which is shown in Figure 18. At very low
angles, part of the ion beam misses the target; this portion of the beam must be
isolated if the current carried by the ion beam striking the target is to be meas-
ured. Downstream of the target chamber proper, a second chamber was constructed as
illustrated in the figure, with a collecting plate biased positively with respect
to its surroundings. Any portion of the ion beam which misses the target strikes
the collecting plate in the second chamber and any secondary electrons produced
there are returned to the collecting plate. The mark produced on the collecting
plate by the ion beam grazing the edge of the target was used to provide a direct
measure of the angle of incidence of the beam on the target.

The cup and the target holder used for low temperature sputtering runs
and secondary particle runs is shown in Figure 16. The cup is designed to surround
the target with liquid nitrogen cooled surfaces, which will act as a cryogenic pump
for the system as a whole, and more important, reduce the pressure seen by the
target below the over-all system pressure. According to Yoda and Siegel (32), a
system of this type may reduce the effective pressure at the target by two orders
of magnitude. For low temperature runs, the tank of the target holder was filled
with liquid nitrogen. The entire target assembly can be rotated during a run,
this feature was particularly valuable in determining the zero beam-target angle
as a reference in measuring other angles. Angles obtained from this holder were
reproducible to + 1/2°. The secondary particle detector feed-through rotates with
the target holder but permits the detector to be moved independently.

The detector shown schematically in Figure 19 was used to determine
the angular distribution of secondary particles. The detector and target rotated
independently around a common axis and could be rotated during a run. The detector
proper was surrounded by a grounded shield to minimize the perturbations introduced
by a biased detector on the angular distribution of the secondaries. An electrode
between the detector and shield was included to permit further control of the
secondaries reaching or leaving the detector.

A bare wire, as shown in Figure 16 was used in place of the shielded
detector for preliminary tests. This unshielded detector could be used much closer
to the primary beam than the more bulky shielded detector, and detected particles
coming from any direction.

2. Errors and Measuring Instruments

The limiting factor in the accuracy of the results of the sputtering
ratio measurements was in all cases the measurement of the mass change. The mass
changes were small and the time required to obtain them was large. A nominal error
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of 10% was chosen as striking a reasonable balance between time consumed and results
obtained. No effort was taken to obtain current or voltage measurements more accu-
rately than 5% although the instruments, when calibrated, were always found to be
accurate to 2-3%.

The limiting factors in the secondary measurements were not the instru-
ments at all but the surface condition of the targets and the experimental diffi-
culties involved in collecting charged particles. The instrumental error was in
the 5% range but the real errors were probably much larger. Every effort was made
to take data regarding a specific effort (i.e. angular distribution of secondaries)
in such a fashion that it was internally consistent even if the absolute values were
in error.

All errors quoted are estimated experimental errors with the exception
of 30 Key xenon bombarding copper at normal incidence at room and liquid nitrogen
temperatures, which are standard deviations.

Mass changes due to sputtering were determined by weighing the targets
before and after each run. Most of the weighing was done on an Ainsworth "Right-A-
Weight" with a precision of + 0.1 milligrams. A Mettler M5 microbalance with a
precision of + 0.001 milligrams was used in the latter part of the program, in
particular for all low and high temperature runs.

Current measurements were generally made with 5% panel meters. For
the latter sputtering runs and almost all secondary measurements, Hewlett-Packard
Model 425A microampere meters were used, these meters are also rated as 5% instru-
ments. The output of one of these microampere meters, used as an amplifier, was
recorded on a Honeywell 906C Visicorder for all angular distribution measurements
of secondary runs.

The beam-target angle for most low incidence angle runs was determined
by observing the spot sputtered on the collector (cf. Figure 18). This spot showed
a straight edge where the beam was cut off by the target. The right triangle
formed between this mark, the edge of the target and the intersection of an exten-
sion of the target and the end plate had an acute angle very close to the beam-
target angle. The error was taken at a nominal 10 although it was probably smaller
in most cases. The rotating target holder greatly simplified the problem of
determining the beam-target angle. The target was rotated until only the edge was
exposed to the beam, then adjusted until the target current was a minimum. This
setting was easily reproducible to + 1/20.

When a bare wire was used for a secondary detector its angle relative
to the target could be accurately determined by setting the target edgewise to the
beam then locating the detector in the center of the shadow produced downstream of
the target. The shielded detector proved to be somewhat of a problem to align,
primarily because it could not be rotated significantly past 1800 (cf. Figure 18).
Only half of the target shadow could be observed, and the center could not be
estimated precisely. Finally, a profile of the beam was obtained with the target
removed and the center of this nrofile taken as 1800 when the target was at 00
(see Figure 19). The angles obtained with the detector are internally consistent
to + 10 for the copper and tungsten runs individually but the copper and tungsten
angles may differ from each other (and the correct angle) by as much as 5o.
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C. Experimental Procedures and Results

1. Introduction

a. General Aspects of Sputtering

The motivation for various experimental procedures and the signif-
icance of the results obtained will be best understood by referring to some empirical
results and their interpretations presented below. A more complete discussion of
sputtering theory is given in Section II-A. Sputtering may be pictured as following
from collisions between the primary ion and target atoms and the collisions subse-

quantly induced between target atoms.

The typical sputtering ratio vs. ion energy plot rises with energy
to a peak in the tens of thousands of electron volt energy region, then begins to
level off or even decrease, as shown in Figure 20 below:

SPUTJTERING
RATIO
ATOMS/ION

1 10 100 1000

ENERGY

SPUTTERING RATIO VERSUS ENERGY FIGURE 20

The rise of the sputtering ratio is simply the result of more energy becoming
available to remove target atoms, while the decrease at higher ion energies occurs
because the ions penetrate farther into the target and give most of their energy
to atoms too deeply buried to escape from the surface.

As the angle of ion incidence decreases from 900 to grazing inci-
dence, the sputtering ratio first increases, then decreases, dropping rather
abruptly in some cases (cf. Figure 21). The increase in sputtering with decreasing
incidence angles probably results from the ions remaining nearer the surface and
directing more energy toward the surface. The decline in sputtering ratio at low
incidence angles seems to result from ions escaping from the target while retaining
most of their energy, after a single collision for example. Alternately, an ion
can give a large percentage of its energy to a single target atom which immediately
escapes without communicating a significant amount of energy to adjacent atoms.
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SPUTTERING RATIO VERSUS ANGLE OF INCIDENCE

FIGURE 21

The mechanism of the production of secondary ions and electrons
seems to be largely unknown and at high energy the experimental data is sparse and
unreliable. That the number of secondaries produced, positive and negative,
increases with ion energy is well-established. The number and energy of positive
or neutral secondaries increases as the incidence angle goes toward grazing inci-
dence. There is some evidence that the secondary electron ratio may decrease at
very low angles. The secondary ratios are extremely sensitive to contamination of
the target; therefore, great care is required to acquire data applicable to the
clean metal surface.

Sputtering ratios were calculated from the measured mass change of
the target and the total number of ions which struck the target, as measured by the
beam current. Electric current measurements were complicated by the presence of
secondary particles, both positive and negative. There are often a great number of
secondary electrons, and usually a small percentage of positive secondaries. The
method of determining the target current was to insure, when possible, that all the
ion beam struck the target, which was biased positive relative to a surrounding cup
(cf. Figure 14) and to assume that the sum of the indicated cup and target current
readings was the true target current. It was found that despite every precaution,
it could not be insured that none of the secondaries accelerated toward the cup
would escape through the hole necessary to admit the incoming ion beam. This pro-
cedure did however insure that this lost current was only a small percentage of a
secondary current which was itself much less than the beam current. Therefore it
could not seriously affect the beam current reading.

At very low incidence angles the beam was wider than the projected
width of the target and provisions had to be made to handle the portion of the beam
missing the target. The low angle target holder shown in Figure 22 was therefore
designed. The portion of the beam missing the target was isolated and any second-
ary electrons were suppressed by the positive bias of the downstream ion collecting
plate relative to the cup.

Some objection might be raised on the uncertainty in the measure-
ment of the mass removed from the target due to the possibility of bombarding ions
remaining in the target and decreasing the apparent mass change. Almen and Bruce
(24) have shown, however, that for metal targets, this effect is negligible compared
to the mass change considered here.
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2. Sputtering Ratios

a. Argon Ions

The effect of incidence angle on the sputtering ratio of argon ions
incident on non-electropolished copper is illustrated in Figure 23, which compares
The Marquardt Corporation's data with a curve from Molchanov (28), along with
similar curves for xenon on electropolished and non-electropolished copper. The
fact that these argon curves were obtained at a variety of ion energies should be
kept in mind when comparing them. Molchanov's data were taken at 27 Kev while The
Marquardt Corporation's data were taken over a small range of ion energies,
centering around 37.3 Key. It is well-known that the sputtering ratio of argon on
copper is relatively insensitive to ion energy in this energy range, therefore the
curves should be at least roughly comparable. The fact that the maximum of the
37.3 Key curve appears to occur at 20° may be due to the absence of an experimental
point between 100 and 200. The comparatively sharp descent of the 37.3 Key argon
curve with decreasing incidence angle starting from a higher angle than the 27 Key
curve could be either an energy dependent effect or the result of different surface
smoothness of the targets used in the two series of tests. The last explanation
seems to be favored by the evidence of the xenon curves. Here the curve for the
smoother targets drops off sharply from a higher angle (150), as theory (cf. Section
II-A) would predict.

b. Xenon Ions

In order to simulate the sputtering of cesium as closely as possible
with a noble gas (the Penning ion source operates well only with noble gases),
xenon ions were employed for most tests. The mass of xenon is 131.3 amu and that of
cesium is 132.9 amu, therefore, all mass dependent sputtering effects should be
nearly identical. This assumption has received experimental support through the
published sputtering ratio data of Kuskevics (19) for cesium on various metals at
2 Kev energy, which matched closely with those of The Marquardt Corporation for
xenon. These data were compared in Section II-A and the sputtering ratios were
found to be quite similar.

Almost all of the tests were intentionally designed to investigate
a specific effect. The tests for dependence of the sputtering ratio on the target
temperature, for example, were conducted with copper targets and with ions having
30 Kev energy. The 30 Kev energy was chosen strictly for experimental reasons:
high sputtering ratio, high current density, due to good focusing, and the fact
that the target assembly could be maintained at ground potential. The latter fact
facilitated handling the rotating target and detector and measuring the very low
currents. The reasons for the choice of copper for the target material were:
1. its high sputtering ratio, 2. the large body of knowledge on its sputtering
characteristics, and 3. the interest in the low boiling point materials of this
type for the electrodes of contact ionization sources.

Several other materials were investigated. Tungsten and molybdenui
were sputtered over a wide range of energies and angles while titanium, silicon and
tungsten carbide were sputtered at 30 Key and normal incidence.
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i. Copper

Electropolished copper targets were sputtered at ion incidence

angles from 20 to 90* and at energies from 1.5 to 30 Key. The range of values
considered is best illustrated by the equi-sputtering ratio graph, Figure 24. Here
contours of equal sputtering ratio are plotted with ion energy and angle of incidence
on the coordinate axes. The experimental points obtained in this program are
circled. The base vacuum for these runs was in the low 10-7 mm range and the
running pressure was in the 10-6 mm range. Beam current was 10-20 microamps, and
beam diameter was 1-2 cm.

The effect of target surface condition on sputtering at low
angles is illustrated in Figure 25. The sputtering ratio of electropolished copper
is found to drop off at larger angles and much more steeply with decreasing incidenice
angle than that of mechanically polished copper.

The effect of incidence angle on the sputtering ratio vs.
energy curves is shown in Figure 26; data points have error bars, interpolated
points (from Figure 25) do not. It is clear that the angular dependence of the
sputtering ratio becomes much more striking above 10 Kev and below 150. This same
effect can be seen in Figure 24, the equi-sputtering ratio graph.

ii. Molybdenum and Tungsten

These metals were sputtered under the same conditions of
vacuum, beam current, and beam size as was copper; however, the surface condition
of these targets was much rougher than that of the copper because electropolishing
was not successful. This surface roughness probably accounts for the peaking of
the sputtering ratio curves at 100, in Figure 28. This is a smaller angle than
that found for copper while a larger angle might have been expected. This roughness
would account for the leveling off of the sputtering ratios below 50, since as

illustrated in Figure 27 the ratio based upon the effective angle of incidence
would remain relatively constant at very low apparent incidence angles.
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EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE

FIGURE 27

A striking feature of Figure 28 is the reversal in the
relative magnitudes of the tungsten and molybdenum sputtering ratios between 9.5
and 30 Key; evidently molybdenum is much more sensitive to energy changes in this
region than is tungsten. This effect is also evident in Figure 29 which shows the
energy dependence explicitly. It seems probable that molybdenum is approaching a
maximum in its sputtering ratio vs. energy curve while tungsten will reach its max-
imum at a much higher energy.
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iii. Tungsten Carbide

Two differently prepared samples of tungsten carbide were
sputtered and gave surprisingly similar sputtering ratios. A plasma sprayed sample
yielded a sputtering ratio of 6.0 while a target in which the tungsten carbide was
contained in a nickel matrix yielded a sputtering ratio of 8.7, both with xenon
ions normally incident with 30 Key energy. These values are considerably greater
than the corresponding sputtering ratio for tungsten of 4.0 + 0.4. The beam current
was about 10 microamps on a spot of approximately 0.5 cm diameter. The target was
surrounded by the liquid nitrogen cooled cup.

iv. Titanium

One run was made with titanium under conditions exactly as
described above for tungsten carbide; the sputtering ratio was 13.5 + 1.3.

v. Non-Metallics

Lithium hydride, sodium chloride and single crystal silicon
were sputtered with xenon ions at normal incidence and 30 Key energy but only the
silicon yielded any results, a sputtering ratio of 24.8 + 2.6. In view of the very
low sputtering ratios reported by Wehner (33) for silicon even this result appears
questionable. Wehner obtained 0.5 atoms/ion at 600 ev with xenon while he obtained
a sputtering ratio of 2.5 with a copper target. Almen (24) found this same general
ratio using krypton ions at 45 Key on silicon and copper. Since carbon and silicon
have similar sputtering ratios at low energies this reasoning implies that silicon
would also have a low sputtering ratio at high energies.

Any of three factors may have contributed to the problems
encountered with these materials. First, they are all much lighter than xenon,
therefore if an appreciable percentage of the xenon remains in the target the target
could actually gain weight. Second, the sputtering ratio may have simply been too
low to be detected under the conditions of these runs. Third, since these materials
are insulators there were experimental difficulties involved with charge buildup on
the surface.

This surface charge could decelerate the beam or possibly
entirely repel it. The lithium hydride and silicon targets did not seem to give
any trouble of this type, a. least the beam remained focused, as evidenced by the
mark sputtered on the target, and the current measurements were stable. On the
other hand, small arcs from the crystal surface to a wire stretched across to
provide neutralization continually appeared with the sodium chloride. The beam
did, however, appear to remain focused on this case also.

The most striking feature of the lithium hydride runs was
the attractive orange-violet glow the beam produced on the target, but no reason-
able sputtering ratio data was obtained. The sodium chloride target also glowed,
though not as vividly as the lithium hydride one. After sputtering, violet color
centers also appeared in the previously colorless crystal.
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3. Cold Target Sputtering

As was discussed in detail in the theoretical section (II-A), it was
felt that there was reason to expect a reduction of sputtering with temperature.
In order to test this hypothesis, a series of tests were made with copper targets
at temperatures near 77*K, liquid nitrogen's boiling point. The target was
surrounded with a liquid nitrogen cooled cup, cf. Figure 16, and the runs were made
at a relatively high energy in order to reduce the possibility of enhanced surface

contamination due to the low target temperature. Four satisfactory runs were
obtained at normal incidence, and also one at 450. The average sputtering ratio at
normal incidence was 12.6 + 1.9 atoms/ion as compared with a room temperature
average of 15.9 + 1.7 atoms/ion. The + are standard deviations here. The 450
sputtering ratio was 18.6 or a factor if 1.5 times that at normal incidence; the
corresponding increase in sputtering ratio was by a factor of 1.7 at room temper-
ature. These ratios are very close, in fact essentially the same, when the exper-
imental errors are considered.

A measure of surface conditions much more sensitive than the sputtering
ratio is the secondary electron ratio. By this test, at least, the conditions
involved were far from reproducible; the range of measured secondary electron ratios
had a spread of over 50% and the ratio varied as much as 25% during many runs.

A real reduction in sputtering ratios seems to exist here although a
more extensive investigation, particular of the effect of beam intensity, would
certainly be of value. The beam density varied by a factor of 3, from 20 to 60
microamps/cm2 for different runs and, within this range, did not affect the sput-
tering or secondary electron production appreciably.

4. Hot Target Sputtering

A short series of experiments concerning the effect of temperature on
the sputtering ratio of copper was conducted. A small heater employing a tungsten
resistance element inside an alumina case was used to heat the target. The target
and heater were surrounded by the cup illustrated in Figure 1. Here water was used
instead of liquid nitrogen to cool the cup for these experiments. This arrangement
proved very satisfactory.

The results were consistent with those of Almen and Bruce (24) (as
discussed in the theory section (II-A)), in that no significant deviations from
room temperature sputtering ratios were found up to 6000 C. Alm~n and Bruce point
out that significant weight losses due to sublimation begin to occur at higher
temperatures. A program designed to separate the effects of sputtering and subli-
mation would be required to examine this region in detail.

5. Secondary Particles

The number, charge, direction and energy of secondary particles have
been investigated as functions of ion energy, incidence angle, target element and
target temperature. Information has been obtained as to the order of magnitude of
the effect of most of these variables but in almost no cases was the data reproduc-
ible to any better accuracy. This lack of reproducibility can be attributed to the
extreme sensitivity of secondary production rates to surface contamination. Every
effort was made to obtain the largest primary current density along with the best
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vacuum possible. The data was reproducible when a focused beam was incident on a
target inside the liquid nitrogen cooled cap. Due to experimental difficulties,
these conditions could not be maintained for many runs. The data obtained under
poorer conditions are best regarded as indicating the direction of trends and the
order of magnitude of the effect.

a. Total Number of Secondaries

i. Angle

The first thing to be investigated was the total number of
secondaries produced under given conditions. For the xenon on copper at 30 Kev
case, these data were reasonably reproducible. A typical secondary ratio vs. inci-
dence angle result is shown in Figure 30. The secondary current leaving the target
is shown for the target biased positive and negative and for no bias. The "no
bias" curve illustrates a somewhat unexpected effect which strongly influenced the
secondary current vs. bias measurements discussed below. It is easily seen that
the "no bias" current is not the sum of the positive bias and negative bias
currents as might be expected. It appears that the "no bias" current is space-
charge limited. A rough calculation indicates that the biased currents at
(+ 300 v) can not be severely affected by space charge. These data were taken
with a beam density of approximately 50 micro-amps/cm2 , the background pressure in
the vacuum system was 2.8 x 10-7 mm Hg and the target was surrounded with a cooled
cup. The beam remained entirely on the target down to 40 - 50. The target was
mechanically polished.

ii. Energy

All experiments have indicated Lhat secondary particle
production goes up with energy. The most graphic, and reliable, illustration of
this is a curve of secondary electron ratio versus ion energy. Figure 31, taken as
the energy of ions incident on a near 450 copper target was varied from 3 to 10 Kev.
The points fall on a virtually straight line.

iii. Temperature

At liquid nitrogen target temperatures the secondary electron
to incident ion ratio (xenon, copper, 30 Key, normal incidence) was generally
between 1 and 1.5 while the secondary positive ratios ran from 0.1 to 0.3, the
order was the same for both, i.e., if a given run had a relatively high secondary
electron ratio it also had a high secondary positive ratio. The secondary ratios
were in the same range as those found at room temperature.

iv. Surface Condition

In some experiments mechanically polished samples were used
because of the unavailability of electropolished targets; it was found that the
sputtering ratio was unaffected at angles above 200. The secondary positive pro-
duction also seems to be independent of this variation of surface condition, at
least at 900, however, the secondary electron ratio for 30 Kev Xe+ ions normally
incident on copper was almost exactly twice as much for mechanically polished samples
as for electropolished ones. This result might simply reflect the fact that elec-
tropolishing leaves a cleaner, less contaminated surface. It appears more probable
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that the different secondary ratios were due to variations in surface roughness
since the targets were generally sputtered sufficiently to remove any surface
contamination. The reproducibility of the results obtained with a mechanically
polished target were very good, the spread was less than a third that of a group of
electropolished targets.

b. Energy Distribution

i. Target Bias

An attempt to determine the energy distribution of secondary
particles by means of a retarding potential was made and the secondary current
ratio versus retarding potentials which resulted are shown in Figure 32. A mechan-
ically polished copper target surrounded by a cooled cup was used. The first thing
to be noted is that these curves do not give a true picture of the energy distribu-
tion of seqondaries, due to space charge limitations on the maximum current which
could be emitted. Calculations of potentials in a "beam" of electrons and ions
with energy distributions are difficult at best; here, in addition, the external
fields were not well-defined due to the complicated geometry of the cup and target
holder. A rough calculation indicated that the curve from approximately -50 to
+50 v was almost entirely due to space-charge limitations, therefore no further
experiments were conducted along these lines. There is a further limitation on
this type of experiment in that many of the secondaries may not be injected directly
toward the collector and may not reach it even though they possess sufficient
energy. This effect and methods of dealing with it are discussed by Lukivsky (34)
and Ganichev (35),to obtain a first approximation of the energy distribution, the
errors due to this effect could have been ignored; however, those due to space-
charge could not be tolerated. There is some information available from the curves
obtained even under these rather poor test conditions. First, the secondary
particle ratios are clearly established at 900 and 100. Second, it can be seen
that there are an appreciable number of charged particles present with energies as
high as 100 ev.

ii. Detector Bias

An estimate of the distribution of energies of secondaries
emerging at a particular angle can be made by comparing the various "Angular
Distribution of Secondaries" plots. The conditions under which these data were
taken and the hazards involved in their use are discussed in Section c below.

c. Angular Distribution of Secondaries

The investigation of the angular distribution of secondaries was
motivated by two different observations. In one case the glow that the beam made
on the target was being observed in a darkened room while the beam was being
focused. It was observed that the pyrex pipe surrounding the target was glowing
over a small area. When the target was rotated the glowing area moved so as to
remain approximately normal to the target.

The second set of observations have to do with the decline of
sputtering ratio at low incidence angles, and particularly the observations of
Molchanov (28) regarding the energy carried off by sputtered or reflected particles.
Molchanov observed that for argon ions incident on copper up to 22% of the energy
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carried by incident ions was removed by secondary particles. It appears probable
that these high energy secondaries are the result of a single collision and, as
discussed in Section II-B, their angular distribution should be roughly
predictable.

Three sets of experiments were conducted while investigating this
distribution. A preliminary test used a highly biased (-300 v) secondary detector,
cf. Figure 16, and was intended to observe high velocity positives or neutrals.
The results of this test are shown schematically in Figure 33. The target is
located vertically at the origin and the beam enters from the lower left. The
detector currents, for beam incidence angles of 450 and 30°, are plotted in polar
coordinates. The radius corresponds to the magnitude of the current and the angle
is the angle at which the current was observed. The high bias on the detector
attracted low energy positives and repelled secondary electrons, therefore, no
significance can be attached to the absolute value of the current. The schematic
plot has had a good deal of this background current removed to illustrate the
structure more clearly. The results of this test were very satisfactory in that a
good deal of structure was revealed.

A second series of tests was made over a much wider range of
target angles using the same unshielded detector inside a bare pyrex tube. In
order to be able to estimate the relative magnitude of the secondary currents
observed at different target angles a half inch target entirely immersed in the
primary beam was used. The primary current striking the target varied with the
target angle but the results could be easily normalized. To suppress secondaries
produced by the portion of the beam missing the target a screen was inserted just
upstream of the end plate. The end plate was maintained 150 volts positive relative
to ground, and the screen at ground potential. Any secondary electrons produced at
the screen or end plate were retained by the end plate. Secondaries produced at
the leading edge of the target were reduced to a minimum by beveling the edge
facing the beam, cf. Figure 33. The effect of this was that secondaries from the
leading edge of the target could only reach the detector when it was outside of
the areas of interest and only in very small numbers even then. Figure 34 shows a
typical result obtained under these conditions. Note that the detector current is
not normalized to account for the amount of the beam striking the target. A
feature characteristic of these unshielded detector results was the large increase
in negative detector current just adjacent to the primary beam. The curve for 600
is a good example since the edge of the primary beam is shown.

The last series of runs (cf. Figures 35-47) employed a shielded
detector, cf. Figure 19, and a grounded shield over the pyrex. The target (at
ground) was now almost entirely surrounded by grounded conductors, therefore, the
angular distributions obtained should be representative of the actual distribution
uninfluenced by outside fields. It was not possible to use the liquid nitrogen
cooled cup around the target so the beam density was probably not sufficient to
maintain an uncontaminated target surface. The beam current density was of the
order of 2 micro-amps/cm2 and the background pressure was in the 10-7 mm Hg range.
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The targets used were electropolished copper and unpolished tung-
sten. The tungsten was very rough microscopically; therefore, the low angle results
should not necessarily be taken to be characteristic of the nominal target angle.

The target angles are accurate to + 1/20. The detector angles are
self-consistent to + 10, however, they may be as much as 50 out of proper alignment
with the target.

It should be noted that none of these curves is normalized accord-
ing to the actual primary beam current. If the beam intensity changed during a run
the recorded results would be in error as to the relative magnitude of the secondary
currents. The primary beam was steady throughout this series of tests and all runs
were made during as short a period as possible so as to minimize the drift of beam
intensity with time. The degree of confidence to be placed in the relative magni-
tudes can be listed in decreasing order as follows. First, an individual curve
from a typical figure, say copper at 150 target angle, deserves the most confidence.
All the data on this curve were recorded in less than one minute. Second in con-
fidence level is the whole group of curves in a figure at the same detector bias,
say -10 v. All target angles were run off in a period of 10 to 20 minutes, then
any striking features in the results were examined more closely, (at target angles
between those usually examined, for example). The entire collection of figures for
- given target material are the next step as regards internal consistency, since
these data were obtained over a period of several hours. Last, the relative
secondary currents produced by copper in contrast to tungsten targets should only
be compared as to order of magnitude since these tests were run on different days
with a beam that was only approximately the same intensity. As was anticipated,
the intensity difference between copper and tungsten secondaries is so large that
this uncertainty is not important.

Where possible, the portion of a curve due to the primary beam
has been darkened to distinguish it from the current due to secondary ions. In
some cases (cf. Figure 48) there is a very large and sharp positive peak adjacent
to the primary beam. The minimum separating the primary beam and this maximum may
not have been resolved in all cases; if so, the first appearance of the current on
the right side of the graphs would be the edge of this secondary maximum and not
the edge of the primary beam.

The most striking feature of this set of data is the character-
istic large positive peak occurring at small incidence angles when the detector was
biased negative to suppress secondary electrons. It was anticipated that if xenon
ions were reflected as the result of a single collision they would be confined to
small angles near the surface. The angular distribution of positive secondaries
generally supported this expectation. Positive secondaries from copper targets
were peaked at angles rather close to that of the primary ion beam for low inci-
dence angles, while practically no positive secondaries were observed anywhere for
incidence angles above 200. The positive secondaries from tungsten targets peaked
sharply close to the beam for low incidence angles but, in contrast to the results
for copper, showed broad peaks even for fairly high angles of incidence. These
broad peaks were probably due in part to the roughness of the tungsten targets;
however, a xenon ion can reflect in any direction from the heavier tungsten atom
and might produce these peaks even on a smooth target.
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Another notable feature occurs on graphs of runs where the detector

was not biased strongly negative. Here there was a very large negative current
detected adjacent to either the beam or the positive secondary peak. There are
several factors to be considered in interpreting this result and its true signif-
icance is not yet clear. In the first place a similar dip can be seen in Figure 35
when an unshielded wire detector was brought near the primary beam. In this case
the explanation seems to be that low energy secondary electrons were attracted
toward the positive beam. The bare wire detector accepted electrons approaching
from any direction and therefore showed a large negative current. On the other

hand the case of the shielded detector, as illustrated in Figure 38 for example, is
quite different. Here the detector, cf. Figure 18, could only accept electrons
falling within a rather small angle as seen from the detector. The negative current

in this case must then be due to electrons moving almost parallel to a line from the
target to the detector.
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III. SUMMARY

A. Sputtering

1. A+, Cu:
Sputtering ratios were obtained with argon ions with energies near

37.3 Kev incident on mechanically polished copper targets at angles from 100 to
900. The sputtering ratio went from 6.4 to 24.4 atoms/ion with the maximum between
100 and 200.

2. Xe+, Cu:
At room temperature, sputtering ratios for copper were obtained for

incidence angles from 20 to 90o and energies of 1.5, 9.5 and 30 Key. Electro-
polished samples yielded a maximum sputtering ratio at an angle near 150 while the
maximum occurred for mechanically polished samples near 10° at 30 Key. At 30 Key
the maximum sputtering ratio for electropolished copper was 47.2 atoms/ion, for
mechanically polished copper 52.4 atoms/ion.

3. Xe+, Cu: near 770K:
The sputtering ratio of 30 Key ions normally incident on a target

held at a temperature near that of liquid nitrogen was 12.6 + 1.9 atoms/ion as com-
pared to 15.9 + 1.7 for room temperature targets.

4. Xe+, Cu: at high temperatures:
The sputtering ratio of copper at temperatures up to 6000C was found

to be essentially identical to that at room temperature.

5. Xe+, W:
Tungsten was sputtered at 30 and 9.5 Kev at angles from 20 to 900 the

maximum occurred at near 10 for 30 Kev sputtering and between 10 and 200 for 9.5
Kev sputtering. The angular dependence was much more pronounced at 30 Kev.

6. Xe+, Mo:
Molybdenum was sputtered at 30 and 9.5 Key at angles from 20 to 9g.

The maximum for both energies occurred near 100.

7. Xe+, WC:
Two tungsten carbide samples were sputtered, the sputtering ratios

were 6.0 + 0.6 and 8.7 + 0.8 for normal incidence at 30 Key.

8. Xe+, Ti:
Titanium was sputtered by normally incident 30 Key ions, the sputter-

ing ratio was 13.5 + 1.3.

9. Xe+, Si:
Single crystal silicon was sputtered by normally incident 30 Kev ions,

the sputtering ratio found was 24.8 + 2.6, this value is much larger than would be
expected from the results of other investigators.
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B. Secondaries

1. Incidence Angle

The number of negative secondaries produced was found to have a max-
imum for an angle of incidence near 150. The number of positive secondaries
increased monotomically from normal incidence to 50 and, probably, to grazing
incidence.

2. Ion Energy

The production of secondaries increased with ion energy under all
conditions investigated. From-3 to 10 Key, (xenon on copper, 450) the increase was
linear with ion energy.

3. Target Temperature

No change in the secondary ratios as a function of target temperature
was observed, however, any change of less than 25% would not have been observable
due to data spread.

4. Energy Distribution

Two attempts to gain an estimate of the energy distribution of
secondaries were made. Some information about the net number of high energy
secondaries was obtained and data indicating the relative magnitude and energy of
low energy secondary currents in particular directions were obtained.

5. Angular Distribution

Data on the relative number of secondaries produced were taken under
the following conditions (see Figure 37).

Xe, Cu, 30 Key

Target Angle 20, 50, 10, 150, 200, 300, 450, 60°, 80°, 90g.

Detector Bias -10, -5, -1, 0, 1 volts

Xe, W, 30 Key

Target Angle 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 45*, 600, 800, 90g.

Detector Bias -10, -5, -1, 0, l, 5, 10, 20 volts
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A. Sputtering Ratios

Two general conclusions can be made regarding the results of this program.

1. In the first place the dependence of the sputtering ratio on angle of
incidence and energy under the conditions of interest for ion rockets has been
established for polycrystalline targets. If these factors are known, the sputtering
ratio can be estimated fairly closely for the target elements used in this program
and to better than an order of magnitude for almost any other element. There are
several complimentary directions which future applied research should take. More
exact sputtering ratios, for a wider variety of elements bombarded with cesium ions
should be obtained. An effort to develop materials resistant to sputtering damage
might also prove fruitful. As pointed out in the theoretical section, carbon and
silicon are particularly resistant to sputtering. An investigation into the cause
of these low sputtering ratios would probably result in suggestions for low boiling
point materials with relatively low sputtering ratios.

2. There are a number of points which have been brought to light and
bear further investigation. even though they do not bear directly on sputtering as
applied to ion rockets. The effect of low temperatures on the sputtering ratio is
one such point. Another example is the interaction between incidence angle and ion
energy, (cf. the equa-sputtering ratio graph, in Figure 25) of an ion-target pair
that definitely exhibits a maximum in the sputtering ratio vs. energy curve. This
last is particularly interesting in that the sputtering ratio of copper bombarded
by xenon apparently does not have a maximum as a function of energy, therefore, the
equa-sputtering ratio curves are not closed as they would be if this maximum
occurred.

B. Secondary Particles

An outline of the characteristics of the secondary charged particles
produced by xenon, particularly on copper, has been established. The data is
sufficiently accurate to greatly facilitate the design and evaluation of experiments
or equipment which involve secondary particles. Rather simple extensions of the
experiments conducted here could produce information of great value for both the
microscopic understanding of these phenomena and the design of high energy ion
equipment. The simplest, and perhaps most fruitful, extension involves permitting
the ratios of ion mass-to-target mass and ion ionization potential-to-target work
function to obtain all possible combinations. A beam current density-to-background
pressure ratio should be maintained sufficiently high to insure a clean surface.
Due mainly to time limitations this was not always possible in this program. An
effort should be made to determine the effect of atomic surface condition on the
secondary particle effects. A search for high energy neutral particles should be
made. Qualitative experiments involving relatively high energy secondaries can be
conducted in the present apparatus with minor modification.
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VII. APPENDIX A

TABLE OF SPUTTERING RATIO RESULTS

Argon, Copper

Approx. Current
Energy S. R. Est. Error Density

Run Kev Angle atoms/ion atoms/ion i0-6 amps/cm2  Comments

3b 38.5 200 24.4 0.8 8.7 Not electro-

3a 36.0 300 16.9 1.0 5.9 polished

1 36.1 9g0  7.5 1.6 10.2

2 36.1 900 5.5 1.7 9.2

5 37.1 100 15.2 1.2 2.7

6 37.9 10 14.5 1.0 3.0

10 450 10.5 1.6 14.4

12 9go 6.5 0.8 20

13 W90° 6.1 M. 20

14 goo° 6.5• 0.8 20

Not electro-
Xenon, Copper polished

except where
19 30.5 20* 59.2 6.9 1.9 noted

15 30 9So 13 4.3 4.6

16 900 16.4 3.0 4.8

22 900 15.3 2.5 5.7

23 90o 18.2 2.9 5.1
Electro-

82 900 16.5 2.5 35 polished

17 450 26.5 5.6 3.5

18 300 34.3 6.8 2.1

40 200 40.8 4.2 1.5
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Xenon, Copper Con'd

Approx. Current
Energy S. R. Est. Error Density

Run Key Angle atoms/ion atoms/ion 10-6 amrps/cm2  Comments

51 0.5 900 5.22 8.1 2.9 Electro-
polished

LN Temperatures and Hot Targets

97 30 900 17.0 1.8 22 All electro-

polished, 6000C

96 900 17.6 3.8 10 4000C

80 900 15.1 2.0 60 LN cooled

81 90o 11.4 1.3 35

84 900 11.7 2.0 14

87 900 12.1 1.1 26

Xenon, Molybdenum

24 30 900 3.3 0.8 5.4 Not Electro-
-olJg I

25 450 8.6 0.9 4.0

26 200 14.3 1.7 2.1

27 100 19.0 2.7 0.7

34 70 9.4 1.9 0.3

37 40 10.8 1.0 0.4

33 20 10.1 2.4 0.05

58 9.5 9O0 1.3 o.4 2.0

55 200 2.0 0.3 1.0

56 15° 2.2 0.9 0.3

54 100 4.8 0.5 0.5

70 40 1.7 0.5 1.0
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Xenon, Molybdenum Con'd

Approx. Current
Energy S. R. Est. Error Density

Run Kev Angle atoms/ion atoms/ion 10-6 amps/cm2  Comments

Not Electro-
57 1.5 900 0.8 0.2 2.1 polished

59 1.0 900 0.7 0.2 1.6

Xenon, Tungsten

28 30 90 0 4.0 0.4 4.3 Not Electro-

"30 - 200 9.7 1.3 1.5

29 100 13.8 1.4 0.7

35 70 9.8 0.8 0.4

31 50 3.9 1.1 0.4

41 20 7.4 1.0 0.07

74 9.5 900 3.6 0.6 2.7

66 [ 200 7.4-9.9 0.7 1.4

68 f 100 5.7 0.7 0.2

69 50 6.5 1.1 0.1

73 1.5 900 2.8 0.4 4.0

75 0.5 90° 0.76 0.2 1.6

Xenon, Silicon

79 29.5 Soo 24.8 2.6 1.4 Not Electro-

I II polished
Xenon, Tungsten Carbide

92 30 900 6.0 0.6 85 LN cup

93 30 900 8.7 0.8 75

Xenon, Titanium

95 30 o90 13.5 1.3 80 Not Electro-
polished,
LN cup
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VII. APPENDIX B

A. Equipment

1. Noble Gas System

a. Ion Source

The ion source is a Penning electron bombardment (sometimes
P.I.G.) type, cf. Figures 1 and 2. Generally, there are two separate problems to
be solved with bombardment sources. First, ions must be created by electrons
striking the gas atoms, and second, the ions must be extracted from the high
pressure region where they are created. Pressures in the ionizing chamber of a
Penning source are of the order of 10-3 mm Hg; therefore, only a very small exit
hole can be tolerated if a high vacuum is to be maintained in the vacuum chamber.
On the other hand, the number of ions that can be extracted fror, the ionization
chamber is proportional to the size of the exit hole. A compromise must be made
between beam strength, system pressure, and system complexity incurred in differ-
ential pumping systems.

With heavy ions, sputtering of the exit hole of the ion source
is quite severe; Applied Radiation Corporation, the manufacturer, quoted a lifetime
of about 20 hours for this particular part operating with argon. One exit piece
with 0.035 inch diameter hole had sputtered away to a 0.100 inch diameter hole in
about 40 hours of running with argon. However, the larger hole did not result in
an extreme rise in pressure. The running pressure only rose from 4 x 10-6 mm Hg

to 5 x 10-6 mm Hg.

A second problem resulting from sputtering inside the ion source
is that conducting metal films are formed across the internal insulators of the ion
source and must be removed every few weeks by dismantling and chemically cleaning
the parts.

b. Analyzing Magnets

During the initial program, one of the analyzing magnets shorted

internally. The magnets are water cooled and the water leads were sealed into the
side plates of the vacuum chamber with epoxy resin so that the magnets were diffi-
cult to remove and repair. The sealing arrangement also immobilized the two side
access ports of the vacuum chamber.

After the magnets were removed and the snorted one rewound, they
were checked for field strength and reinstalled in the vacuum chamber. In order to
leave the access ports free for use, the water connections were made by means of
copper tubing and removable fittings through just one of the side ports of the
varcuum chamber. The removable AN-type fittings have proved perfectly reliable and
very convenient. After some time, another internal short developed, apparently as
the result of overheating caused by scale in the cooling lines. A recirculating
cooling system utilizing distilled water and rust inhibitor was installed and no
further trouble was encountered.
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c. Beam Collimation

Considerable time was spent in obtaining a clean, well-focused,
and well-collimated ion beam. The importance of proper collimation was emphasized
by one run which was expected to remove 2 to 3 milligrams of target material but in
fact only caused a change of 0.1 milligrams in target mass. A close examination of
the deceleration cup aid the sputtering pattern on the target indicated that the
beam had just grazed the cup lip, and sputtered off enough material from the cup
onto the target to make up for the material sputtered from the target.

To insure proper beam alignment a pair of collimating electrodes
were then installed in the box a few inches from the target chamber. The uses of
these electrodes are threefold. They are used primarily to align the beam. The
second electrode, cf. Figure 2, is shielded by the first if the beam is centered on
the hole, therefore when the current to the second electrode is minimized the beam
is properly aligned. Second, they act as a collimator, not of the main beam, but
to keep any secondary beams or neutral particles out of the target section. Since
it is not intended to collimate the main beam, the hole can be kept relatively
large to eliminate any chance of being grazed by the beam. Third, the electrodes
provide a potential barrier to keep stray electrons out of the target section where
they would introduce errors in measuring beam strength. A series of four elec-
trodes were installed just before the target section, Figure 14, and a well-focused
beam can be produced at the target, at least for higher ion energies.

d. Vacuum System

In the light of the pressure dependent effects discussed in the
theoretical section, II-A, it was felt that no fully reliable data could be
obtained until the background pressure of the system was reduced to at least 10-6

mm Hg. The changes listed below lowered the background pressure from 5 - 10 x 10-6
mm Hg to 2 - 4 x 10-7 rm Hg and the running pressures from 4 x 10-5 to 4 x 10-6
mm Hg.

Several major modifications were made in the interest of
improving the vacuum. First, a cryogenic pump in the form of a stainless steel can,
occupying a little under one quarter of the volume of the vacuum box, was installed
(cf. Figure 15). When filled with liquid nitrogen, this cold pump reduced the
ultimate and running pressure of the system by a factor of ten. The pump-down time
was also greatly reduced.

The second major modification involved simplification of the
pump inlet. As the system was used originally in the first part of this test
series, the diffusion pump (a six inch pump with a freon cooled baffle) was con-
nected to the vacuum box through a six-inch valve and a four-inch diameter flange
fitted to a four-inch hole in the box. The valve and flange were removed, and the
hole in the box was enlargei to six inches. The pump and baffle were connected
directly to the box thereby reducing the distance from the pump to the vacuum box
by nearly a foot.

A six-inch valve was placed between the target section and the
rest of the apparatus, so that the vacuum could be maintained in most of the system
while targets were changed. A second ionization gauge was also added near the
target to obtain a more reliable indication of pressure there. As described above,
a liquid nitrogen cooled cup was installed surrounding the target; this installation
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rapidly reduced the pressure in the target section to the low 10-7 mm range after
the section was opened and, it is believed, reduced the effective pressure at the
target considerably below this level. Figure 1 is a drawing of the final apparatus
and Figure 13 is a photograph of it.

It is believed that the following experience gained with O-ring
seals may be of use to others working with high vacuum. The large access ports of
the vacuum box were designed to employ tin O-rings made up of butt-welded 1/0 inch
wire. No tin wire was in stock so 1/8 inch solid solder was tried temporarily and
proved quite satisfactory. In contrast with the usual practice of employing knife
edges to insure a good seal with metal O-rings, no special devices were found
necessary. The O-ring simply fits snugly around a projection on the flange and the
projection slides into the hole in the vacuum box, leaving the O-ring to be com-
pressed between the flat surfaces of the flange lip and the vacuum box. Reasonable
precautions were taken to avoid any large scratches on the sealing surfaces in
contact with the O-rings but nothing beyond elimination of clearly visible scratches
leading across the O-ring was attempted. Solder O-rings have been found convenient
for many applications where the proper size n-butyl O-ring was not on hand.

Teflon, silicon, and n-butyl O-rings have been tried and tight
seals have been obtained easily with all of them up to the accuracy of a helium
mass spectrometer leak detector. In general, n-butyl is used for seals that are
opened often, since these O-rings are almost always reusable and make good seal
over a wide range of clamping pressures.

2. Cesium Ion Sputtering Equipment

A contact ionizer type source was built, cf. Figure 48, to provide a
beam of cesium ions. Cesium vapor is delivered to the rear of a porous tungsten
ionizer, cf. Figure 2, diffuses through the tungsten and is ionized on the front
face of the ionizer. The ions are extracted, accelerated and focused by the
extraction electrode. The ionizer, field shaping electrode and accelerating elec-
trode were made to a Rocketdyne design. It was found that the focusing of an
unneutralized beam was greatly improved if an electrode at ground (ionizer) poten-
tial was inserted between the heat shield (cf. Figure 2) and the electron sur-
pressing electrode. The target was biased positive relative to the last electrode
(or cup) in order to prevent the escape of secondary electrons. This system
ultimately produced a beam density of approximately 175 microamps/cm2 with currents
between 150 and 200 microamps.

The target holder had space for several targets and could be rotated
or translated without interrupting a run. Targets could therefore be sputtered at
different energies and angles by merely adjusting the target holder and acceleration
voltage during a run.

The pumping equipment consisted of a six-inch diffusion pump with a
water cooled baffle, and a cold pump suspended above the diffusion pump. The con-
nection to the remainder of the system was between these two pumps. The system
remained in the 10-6 mm Hg range under almost all conditions. The vacuum envelope
consisted of pyrex pipe which bolted together with "0" ring seals. The target
section of the other test stand is of the same construction, therefore target
holders may be exchanged readily.
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CESIUM TEST STAN~D

FIGURE 48
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